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In this issue you can find the following topics:
- KAITUI Regional Champion at Prague Wine Trophy
- Pauly second grape in Gault Millau
- Axel Pauly & Jochen Dreissigacker voted among the 111 top young wine makers in Germany
- Ludi Neiss opens new wine production facility
We wish everybody a prosperous, healthy and happy new year 2014.
Here are some news to get started.
KAITUI Regional Champion
The Sauvignon Blanc from Markus Schneider (KAITUI, what means Schneider in Maori) achieved an
excellent result at the 2013 Prague Wine Trophy. The wine received Gold and became Regional
Champion in his category. Among all Sauvignons entered from all regions of this world (170 entries),
Kaitui got second place behind a wine from the homeland of SB, from Marlborough NZ.
We believe this is a great success and underlines why Sauvignong Blanc enjoys growing popularity
among German wine makers.
See here
AXEL PAULY
In the 2013 edition of the GAULT MILLAU, Axel Pauly received his first grape in the reknowned German
Wine Guide. And now, in the 2014 edition, he received his second grape. This is excellent news for Axel
as it proves and reflects the efforts he takes during his work in the vineyard and winery. It also shows
that a clean and fresh style of Mosel Riesling can be very successful.
See here
DREISSIGACKER & PAULY
Both, Jochen Dreissigacker and Axel Pauly were voted among the top 111 young winemakers in
Germany. This is the new generation which has a great future.
See here
LUDI NEISS
Just right in time to receive the new vintage, the wine estate Ludi Neiss finished a new production
facility. The new hall is state of the art and offers many opportunities for a further development of this
excellent wine estate.
“It is a step to even better qualities, but much more important is the improvement for those who work
there, comments Axel Neiss.”
See pictures here
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